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The sticking coefficient of hydrocarbon species is a key quantity that influences the growth process
of amorphous hydrocarbon layers. To extend the very limited database for low impact energies,
classical molecular dynamics simulations were performed, determining the sticking coefficients of
CHx (x = 0 . . . 4) with kinetic energies between 5 and 100 eV. Similar simulations are performed
with hydrogen substituted by deuterium. Additionally, analytical formulas are presented that fit
the data very well and can be used to interpolate the simulation results.

I. INTRODUCTION

The divertors of future fusion experiments will have to
withstand extreme conditions. The current planning for
ITER uses carbon tiles in the divertor [1], that should
withstand the power load but will get eroded by hydrogen
from the plasma. In this process, hydrocarbon molecules
are created which can cause a subsequent formation of
redeposited layers [2]. In later stages of the ITER exper-
imental program, these hydrocarbons will contain tritium
and tritium retention limits the usable operation time of
a fusion experiment. Therefore, it is of vital importance
to know where these layers form, how fast they are de-
posited and how the layers can be removed.
Transport simulations codes such as ERO [3] or DIVIMP-
3D [4] address these questions, based on assumptions
about sputtering of the surface, transport of impurities
in the boundary plasma and sticking of particles to the
surrounding surfaces. The sticking of hydrocarbon frag-
ments depends on the identity of the fragment, its ki-
netic energy and its angle of incidence. In the end, this
quantity determines how many surface collisions the par-
ticle will survive before being deposited. Using classi-
cal molecular dynamics (MD) we simulate the impact
of different hydrocarbon species on a suitable hydrocar-
bon surface. By following the trajectories of individual
atoms, the sticking coefficient, the amount of sputtered
sample material and the species emitted due to the pro-
jectile impact are determined. To take into account the
influence of the sample surface, the simulations are done
on an amorphous hydrocarbon sample that is similar to
the kind of material that grows from the impacting pro-
jectiles.
Similar studies were performed by Alman et al. [5]
and Ohya et al. [6]. Alman et al. [5] used an amor-
phised graphite sample, focussing on low projectile en-
ergies (25 meV – 50 eV) with sequential bombardment,
using the Brenner hydrocarbon potential [7]. The simu-
lations by Ohya et al. [6] operated on a sample of hydro-
genated and amorphised graphite using the Juslin poten-
tial [8] and projectile energies up to 100 eV. The database
built by these publications was extended with respect to
angle of incidence as well as to higher projectile ener-
gies. In addition, a possible isotope effect for deuterated

species was investigated.

II. THE STUDIED QUANTITIES

Unlike the case of atoms, there is no generally accepted
definition for the sticking coefficient of molecules. To de-
fine a sticking coefficient, one must take note of what can
happen when the projectile hits the surface. The two lim-
iting cases are that the projectile is reflected and that it
sticks completely. For molecular projectiles there are ad-
ditional interaction channels where the projectile breaks
up and some constituents (or nothing) stay on the sur-
face. In addition to that, atoms can be removed from the
surface by physical or chemical sputtering. Due to this
large number of processes, a single sticking coefficient
is insufficient. The hydrogen content of the deposited
layer is to a large extent determined by the energy of
the projectiles, while the growth of the layer is limited
by the sticking of carbon. Therefore, only the sticking
coefficient of carbon is studied here, since the sticking
of hydrogen can be derived from that, using additional
knowledge about the composition of the redeposited lay-
ers [9]. The following three quantities are defined:

Gross sticking coefficient Sgross: The number of pro-
jectile carbon atoms deposited per incident carbon
atom

Sputter yield Y : The number of sputtered carbon
atoms per incident carbon atom

Net sticking coefficient Snet: The net change of the
number of carbon atoms in the sample per incident
carbon atom. This quantity is the difference of the
first two.

All quantities are defined relative to the number of inci-
dent carbon atoms, i.e., carbon atoms that reach the sur-
face. This is especially important if projectiles contain
more than one carbon atom, as in this case the number of
carbon atoms is not the same as the number of incident
projectiles.
Only the net sticking coefficient can be directly compared
to experimental values. For comparison with other sim-
ulation studies, also the gross sticking coefficient and the
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sputtering yield are of relevance. For transport simula-
tions, the particles that are emitted from the surface are
important as well.

III. SIMULATION PROCEDURE

When deposition starts on a clean substrate, at first an
intermediate layer grows with a strongly substrate de-
pendent growth rate. As this intermediate layer grows,
the influence of the original substrate diminishes and the
growth rate approaches a steady state value that does
not depend on the substrate any more. If an interme-
diate layer can form at all, the steady state growth rate
will always dominate the total deposition rate in the long
run. Therefore, studying the steady-state layer growth
will cover the more important case for many applications
(and the results will be mostly independent of the chosen
substrate material).
For irradiation with energetic hydrocarbons, it is known
that the material deposited will be amorphous hydrocar-
bon or a–C:H [10].
An MD sample was created with chemical composition,
density and radial structure function that were deter-
mined experimentally from real a–C:H films [9]. A de-
tailed description of the MD sample production process
was given in [11]. The MD sample consists of 986 atoms
(592 carbon, 394 hydrogen) and has outer dimensions of
1.4× 1.4× 2.8 nm3 with periodic boundary conditions in
x and y directions. To make sure that the MD sample
is in equilibrium, it was annealed for 2 ns of simulated
time.
If the flux of projectiles to the surface is very low, it
can be assumed that the sample surface is in equilibrium
before the next impact occurs. In this case, the very
same sample can be used for all simulations, since it is
assumed that the time between incoming projectiles is
long enough that they do not affect each other. This
approximation can only yield meaningful results if the
sample is in thermal equilibrium and in steady-state with
respect to layer growth. While thermal equilibrium can
be reached by giving the sample enough simulated time,
steady-state with respect to the layer growth cannot be
guaranteed to hold unless the sample is grown under the
very same conditions as those studied, which cannot be
achieved in reasonable time. The MD sample used here is
a good approximation to the steady state growth so that
it can be assumed that the impacts are independent.
All simulations are started from the equilibrated sample,
using the approximation of low flux stated above. Since
the individual simulations are thus independent of each
other, they can be done in parallel, speeding up the cal-
culation immensely.
The projectiles were equilibrated in a separate simula-
tion. For the main simulation, the projectiles were placed
on a plane 0.4 nm above the topmost atom of the sample.
The projectile’s velocity vector was set according to the
selected irradiation energy and angle of incidence. The

angle of incidence was varied from perpendicular inci-
dence to 88◦. The projectiles were randomly oriented for
every impact to average out possible angular dependen-
cies. Dependencies like this were observed by Sharma
et al. for the sticking of CH [14]. An analysis of the
functional dependence of the sticking coefficient of CHx
(x = 0. . . 4) on the angle of incidence at a fixed projectile
energy was already published elsewhere [12]. These data
represent a subset of the simulation results presented in
this article.
The projectile energy was varied between 5 and 150 eV.
The low energy limit was chosen so that the kinetic en-
ergy of the projectiles is always well above reasonable
values for the thermal energy of the projectile, so that
the effect of thermal excitations of vibrational [13] or ro-
tational [14] degrees of freedom of the projectile can be
neglected. By setting the internal energy of the projec-
tiles to zero, the dimension of the parameter space can be
greatly reduced. All remaining degrees of freedom were
set to random numbers for each of the 1000 independent
impacts.
The simulation was run for 10 ps using a variable time
step of up to 0.25 fs. The hydrocarbon interactions were
calculated from the Brenner hydrocarbon potential [7]
with additions from Beardmore [15] as implemented by
Nordlund in the hcparcas code [16].
In order to determine the differences between proto-
nated hydrocarbons and their deuterated counterparts,
the same simulations were repeated with the mass of all
hydrogen atoms set to 2 amu. No additional modifica-
tions were introduced to the potential, so the chemical
behaviour of deuterium is identical to that of hydrogen.

IV. ANALYSIS

After the simulation run is finished, the number of sput-
tered atoms is computed based on the network of chemi-
cal bonds in the system. Since the simulation itself does
not yield any information on the chemical bonds in the
system, they were determined from the distances of the
individual atoms. Atoms are considered bound to each
other if their distance is less than 0.2 nm. The bonds de-
rived from the atoms distances form networks that group
those atoms that are directly or indirectly bound to each
other. Groups that are at least partially located within
the limits of the original sample at the end of the sim-
ulation are considered bound to the surface. All others
are counted as reflected or sputtered, depending on their
origin.
Having determined which atoms have left the surface,
the remaining quantities can be calculated. For the list
of emitted species, the same bond network is used. The
number of emitted particles was counted over 1000 sim-
ulation runs with identical impact parameters.
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FIG. 1: Net and gross sticking (left axis) and sputtering yield
(right axis, inverted scale) plotted versus the energy of the
impinging CH4 molecule at normal incidence. The lines rep-
resent the interpolation functions as discussed in section VI,
namely Eckstein’s formula [17] for sputtering, a rational bezier
spline [18] for gross sticking and the sum of both for the net
sticking coefficient.

V. RESULTS

The experimentally observable quantity is the net stick-
ing coefficient Snet = Sgross − Y , that takes sticking
(Sgross), reflection and sputtering (Y ) into account. As
an example, the gross sticking, sputtering and the net
sticking of CH4 at normal incidence are plotted versus
the incident energy in figure 1. The net sticking coef-
ficient (circles) is determined from the gross sticking of
the projectile itself (squares) and the sputtering of sam-
ple atoms (diamonds, plotted on the reversed right axis).
Below the sputtering threshold of about 20 eV, no sput-
tered atoms were observed and the net sticking is deter-
mined only by the sticking of the projectile. The pro-
jectile sticking is very small at energies up to 20 eV, in-
creases quickly to about 0.8 between 20 and 50 eV and
approaches 1 for energies above 50 eV. Sputtering of the
sample becomes noticeable at 30 eV and increases with
energy. Since the projectile sticking saturates for energies
higher than 50 eV while the sputtering keeps increasing
with energy, the net sticking coefficient has a maximum
at about 50 eV.
The net sticking coefficient of different CHx (x = 1− 4)
projectiles is plotted in figure 2. In the high energy do-
main above 50 eV, where the gross sticking is in satura-
tion, the net sticking coefficient of all projectile species
shows a very similar, decreasing behaviour due to in-
creasing sputtering yield. In this region, the net stick-
ing coefficient of different projectile species varies by less
then 10 %. The net sticking coefficient of CH and CH2

increases almost linearly with decreasing energy over al-
most the full investigated energy range, reaching values
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FIG. 2: Net sticking coefficients for CHx and CDx projectiles
with x = 1. . . 4, plotted against the kinetic energy of the
projectile (normal incidence). The lines are fits to the data,
see section VI. The lines depict the interpolation functions
discussed in section VI with solid lines for protinated and
dotted for deuterated projectiles.

of about 0.9 at the lowest energies. For CH3, the net
sticking coefficient decreases with decreasing energy at
energies below 50 eV to about 0.5 at 5 eV, while for CH4,
it decreases strongly for energies below 50 eV and ap-
proaches 0 at less than 10 eV.
In addition to the normal CHx species, the sticking co-
efficient of the corresponding deuterated species (CDx)
is plotted in figure 2 with open symbols. For most of
the projectile species, the differences in sticking coeffi-
cient between the protonated and the deuterated variant
are smaller than the statistical uncertainties. As an ex-
ception to that, the sticking coefficient of CH4 is signifi-
cantly larger than the sticking coefficient of CD4 between
20 eV and 50 eV. When plotting the same data versus
the energy of the carbon atom (see figure 3), the differ-
ences between CH4 and CD4 vanish completely. For the
CHx (x = 1−3) species, the differences between protium
and deuterium stay within the statistical uncertainties in
both representations.
Since generally sputter yields and sticking coefficients
are calculated using the binary collision approximation
(BCA) [19], a comparison between the results from the
molecular dynamics calculations and the results from
SDTrim.SP is important to see which model is applica-
ble in which conditions. Figure 4 shows the net sticking
coefficient of several projectile species as a function of
the kinetic energy of the projectile. In addition to the
results form the molecular dynamics calculations, the
results from an SDTrim.SP run with the same sample
composition (C0.6H0.4) are plotted. The BCA simula-
tions were performed one atom at a time with the ratio
of carbon and hydrogen atoms adjusted to the number
of atoms in the projectile molecule. The energies of the
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FIG. 3: Net sticking coefficients for CHx and CDx projec-
tiles (same data as figure 2) plotted against the energy of the
carbon atom in the projectile. The lines represent the in-
terpolation functions discussed in chapter VI with the same
parameters as in figure 2.
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FIG. 4: Net sticking coefficients of various CHx projectiles,
incident at 60◦ to the surface normal. Symbols are results
form molecular dynamics calculations, solid lines were calcu-
lated by SDTrim.SP

atoms were chosen so that the velocity of all impinging
atoms matches that of the corresponding molecule. The
value used for the surface binding energy (2.8 eV) was
chosen according to Jacob et al. [20]
At energies above 50 eV, the results from BCA and MD
are similar with the BCA yielding a higher net sticking
coefficient over the whole range. At the low-energy end,
the two simulation methods show a completely different
behaviour. While the results from the SDTrim.SP calcu-
lations converge and all yield a net sticking coefficient of
one at the lowest studied energy, the molecular dynamics
results approach different, much lower values for differ-
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FIG. 5: Comparison of the simulations from this work
(squares) with the studies from Alman et al.(circles) and Ohya
et al.(diamonds). All data refer to CH4 impinging at an angle
of incidence of 45◦.

ent projectiles with the lowest (CH4) reaching zero at
5 eV. This behaviour of the BCA simulations also holds
for other angles of incidence. For energies above 50 eV,
BCA exhibits in general a similar trend as MD but yields
always higher net sticking. Since it is well known that
CH4 as a stable gas does not stick to walls at ambient
temperatures the sticking coefficient of CH4 has to go to
0 at very low energies. Furthermore, the net sticking co-
efficient of thermal CH3 radicals is about 10−4 [21–23] so
its value should approach values close to 0 at very low
energy. Since these two facts strongly support the MD
results we assume that MD produces a better descrip-
tion of the behaviour towards low energy than BCA. It
is therefore advisable to constrain the use of BCA results
to projectiles energies above 50 eV.
Figure 5 shows a comparison between the results from
the MD Simulations from this work and the studies by
Alman et al. [5] and Ohya et al. [6]. The quantity shown
is the gross sticking coefficient, because the net sticking
coefficient cannot be reconstructed from the literature
data. The results from this work match the data from
Ohya et al. [6] quite well up to an energy of 50 eV, despite
the fact that a different interaction potential was used.
Above that energy, all gross sticking coefficients in that
work are one. This may result from the fact that above
50 eV most projectiles are emitted as part of hydrocarbon
chains with more than one carbon atom (see figure 7
below) that were not considered by Ohya et al. [6].
Alman et al. [5] show a similar saturation value for the
gross sticking coefficient as the results from this work,
but their value is reached at much lower particle energy.
The whole dataset seems to be shifted towards lower en-
ergies compared to the studies from Ohya et al. [6] and
this work. Since the primary energy of the projectiles is
very well defined in MD, it is unclear what causes the
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FIG. 6: Abundance of emitted particle species for perpendicu-
lar irradiation with CH4 (CD4) over a total of 1000 simulation
runs
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FIG. 7: Abundance of emitted particle species for perpendicu-
lar irradiation with CH3 (CD3) over a total of 1000 simulation
runs

difference.
In addition to the integral values (sticking coefficient and
sputter yield), the molecular dynamics calculations also
yield information about the particles that leave the sur-
face. The abundances of different emitted species are
plotted in figures 6 and 7, for CH4 and CH3 as imping-
ing species, respectively. The most frequently emitted
species are pure hydrogen species (H and H2) with more
than 1000 hydrogen atoms leaving the surface for each set
of simulations. Since one is usually interested in carbon-
containing species only, the pure hydrogen species were
omitted from the plots to improve the readability.
Above the sputtering threshold of about 20 eV, many
carbon atoms are emitted as part of larger hydrocar-
bon species. Resulting from the large number of possible

CxHy hydrocarbons, the count rate for each of them is
very small, although they carry a significant number of
carbon atoms. To visualise this fact, only the total num-
ber of carbon atoms that left the sample in hydrocarbon
chains (molecules with more than one carbon atom) is
plotted in figures 6 and 7.
In both cases, the dominant species up to 50 eV is the
projectile species, whereas above that energy, most car-
bon atoms are emitted as part of hydrocarbon chains.
The contribution of individual species depends on the
angle of incidence. In average, about 90% of those chain
molecules contain two carbon atoms, this corresponds to
about 80% of the C atoms in chain molecules. The re-
maining fraction of chain molecules is, as anticipated,
dominated by species carrying 3 C atoms. The largest
emitted molecule found in all simulations contained 10
carbon atoms.
For CH4 as the projectile (see figure 6), the number of
emitted projectile fragments is almost constant from the
lowest studied energies (5 eV) up to 30 eV. The second
most common fragment is CH3, followed by CH2. Only
very few CH and C molecules are released at all energies.
Above 50 eV, the number of emitted projectile fragments
drops almost to zero, while a lot of carbon atoms are
released in larger hydrocarbon molecules. The emitted
species spectrum for CD4 (open symbols) is in general
very similar to the CH4 case. Only at about 30 eV, the
emission pattern of CH4 and CD4 projectiles is different.
At this point, the total number of emitted particles is
higher for CD4 than for CH4, while the relative amounts
of the different species are similar.
For CH3 as projectile (figure 7), the total amount of emit-
ted carbon carrying particles is lower than that for CH4

(figure 6). This is in good agreement with the higher
net sticking coefficient presented in figures 2 and 3. In
addition to the projectile fragments also CH4 appears
in the emission pattern for projectile energies between
10 eV and 20 eV. Outside this energy range, the num-
ber of emitted CH4 species is very small. The number of
emitted CH and C is still negligible at all energies. In the
whole energy range the spectrum for CD3 is within the
statistical uncertainties identical to that for CH3. The
number of carbon atoms that are emitted in larger hy-
drocarbon molecules is comparable to the data in figure
6 and appears to be almost independent of the projectile
species.

VI. ANALYTICAL FIT FUNCTIONS

The results from the MD simulations fill several gigabytes
of compressed data, so for most applications, a smaller
and more manageable representation is highly desirable.
This is accomplished by fitting an analytical function to
the data. That fit function can be used to compute the
data very quickly and in addition interpolate the values
in between the actual data points. For this process, the
gross sticking coefficient and the sputter yield are fitted
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separately and the fit functions are summed up to make
a fit function for the net sticking coefficient.
The sputter yields were fitted with the well-established
fit formulas by Eckstein [24]:

Y (E0) = qsKrCn (εL)

(
E0

Eth
− 1
)µ

λ/w(εL) +
(
E0

Eth
− 1
)µ (1)

with

sKrCn (εL) =
1

2

ln(1 + 1.2288εL)

w(εL)

w(εL) =εL + 0.1728
√
εL + 0.008εL

0.1504

(2)

It assumes a constant projectile and target mass which
is not adequate for molecular projectiles and targets.
Therefore for the calculation of the reduced energy

εL = E0
M2

M1 +M2

aL

Z1Z2e2
= E0/ε, (3)

it is assumed that both the projectile (mass M2) and the
target (mass M1) are pure carbon. The symbol aL is the
Lindhard screening length, given by

aL =

(
9π2

128

)1/3

aB

(
Z

2/3
1 + Z

2/3
2

)−1/2

(4)

with the Bohr radius aB = 0.0529177 nm and the atomic
numbers of target and projectile. The formula for the
reduced energy is given in gaussian units. To evaluate
it in SI units, e2 has to be replaced by 1.4399651 eVnm.
The resulting value of ε is 5687eV .
Not only the kinetic energy of the projectile, but also
its angle of incidence with respect to the surface normal
significantly affects the sticking coefficient and sputter-
ing yield. Data concerning the functional dependence on
the angle of incidence using comparable MD simulations
were already published [12]. The following fit functions
are chosen such that they allow a fit of the energy depen-
dence presented in this article and the already published
angular dependence [12]. Eckstein’s formula for the an-
gular dependence is well suited for the sputter yields [24]:

Y (E,α) = Y0 (cos ((α/α0)
c
))

−f
exp

(
b
(
1− (cos ((α/α0)

c
))

−1
))

(5)
with

α0 = 2− 2

π
arccos

√
(1 + E/Esp)

−1 (6)

Notice that α0 is defined different from Eckstein’s variant
to make the formula simpler (both are equivalent).
Since sticking coefficients and sputter yields are usually
required for an arbitrary combination of projectile energy
and angle of incidence, a function of both parameters is
required for the interpolation. Such a combined function
can be created by setting the Y0 parameter of the angular

FIG. 8: Three-dimensional representation of the gross sticking
coefficient of CH3 as function of both projectile energy and
angle of incidence. Solid circles represent the parameter sets
where simulations were performed, the surface is the rational
bezier spline interpolation to the data

dependence (5) to the result of the energy dependence
(1).
In contrast to the sputter yields, the functional depen-
dence of the gross sticking coefficients is not easily sepa-
rated into energy and angular dependance. The interpo-
lated functional dependency for the gross sticking coeffi-
cient of CH3 is shown in figure 8. To represent this data,
a third order rational bezier-spline surface [18] was used:

S(E, θ) =

∑3
i=0

∑3
j=0 PijwijBi(E)Bj(θ)∑3

i=0

∑3
j=0 wijBi(E)Bj(θ)

(7)

with the basis functions Bi derived from the Bernstein
polynoms:

Bi(x) = Bi,3

(
x− xmin

xmax − xmin

)
(8)

Bi,3(t) =

(
3
i

)
ti(1− t)3−i (9)

where xmin and xmax are the boundaries of the studied
parameter space. For the data given in this paper, this
range is 5 eV to 100 eV for the energy and 0◦ to 89◦ for
the angle of incidence. The spline itself does not impose
any restrictions on the control points Pij . Selecting all
weights positive keeps the spline always inside the convex
hull of the control points. This simplifies the formulation
of the restriction that the gross sticking coefficient cannot
be negative and cannot be larger than one by restricting
all control points to [0, 1]. In addition to that, the partial
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q Eth µ λ f α0 b c

CH4 101.273 27.485 0.617 8.923 4.166 1.577 1.969 0.823
CH3 13.691 18.457 0.436 1.059 3.017 1.574 1.232 0.854
CH2 35.317 9.260 0.285 2.459 2.881 1.571 1.139 0.850
CH 1.726 4.097 0.638 0.242 5.312 1.711 2.473 0.857
CD4 167.029 27.310 0.562 15.703 11.864 2.122 7.984 0.649
CD3 15.132 17.065 0.704 1.745 6.333 1.877 3.735 0.631
CD2 1.876 0.869 1.060 4.453 7.150 2.169 4.290 0.674
CD 26.450 9.842 0.229 1.645 9.261 2.090 5.503 0.853

TABLE I: Fit parameters for the sputtering formulas (1) and
(5)

derivative with respect to the angle of incidence is forced
to zero at perpendicular incidence by setting the first two
control points and weights in that direction to the same
value:

Pi0 =Pi1

wi0 =wi1
(10)

This results in 24 fit parameters: 12 control points
P0. . . 3,1. . . 3 and 12 weights w0. . . 3,1. . . 3. The figures 1 to
3 contain the graphs of the fit functions, drawn as solid
(protium) and dotted (deuterium) lines. The parame-
ters of these functions were fitted to the data from the
MD simulations by minimising χ2, taking into account
the effect of the statistical uncertainties of the simulation

data. Within these statistical uncertainties, the analyti-
cal formulas fit the data quite well and provide a smooth
interpolation of the data points. A collection of the fit
parameters is compiled in tables I and II.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Simulations were performed to determine the sticking co-
efficient and the emission patterns of C1 hydrocarbons
with protium and deuterium on an amorphous hydrocar-
bon surface. It was found that the differences between
the protinated and the deuterated species are very small
over the studied range of incident energies (5 to 100 eV).
For projectile energies as low as 5 eV, C, CH and CH2

show about 90% net sticking, CH3 has 50% sticking while
the sticking of CH4 is almost zero. At projectile energies
above 50 eV, most carbon atoms leave the sample surface
as part of multi-carbon hydrocarbon molecules. The se-
lection of hydrogen isotope has only very little influence
on sticking coefficient and sputtering yield. A compar-
ison with results from BCA simulations shows that the
BCA should not be used at energies below 50 eV for stick-
ing calculations. The data were fitted to analytical func-
tions with the parameters compiled in tables I and II for
interpolation and lookup of data using functions of both
energy and angle of incidence, thereby greatly facilitating
the access to the data for use in transport simulations.
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